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RELEVANCE OF DESCRIPTIONS OF ANIMALS AND BIRDS IN SANSKRIT LITERATURES 
 

Papiya Rani Puristi 
Rathipur, Ghatal, Paschim-Medinipur, West Bengal, India 

 
Abstract: We know that in any literature there is a special need for the characters that the writers have portrayed, but the readers are 
always unable to find the well-thought-out need of the writer. Although the representation of human characters is easy to understand, 
the mystery of the representation of animal characters is difficult. Its success or failure will depend on the reader. 
 
Keywords: Kadambari, Mahashweta, Chandrapira, Baishampayana. 
 
Introduction 

Sanskrit literature does not mean only Sanskrit language or any specific literature, Sanskrit literature refers to all literature from 
the origin of this language to till date. From the creation of the traditional scripture Veda to the present day, every image of the life of 
the society has been skilfully and thoroughly reflected in this literature. There are two genres of Sanskrit literature - one is Vedic and 
the other is classical. However, no idolatry was observed in the Vedic age. These are observed in later Puranas. The ancient Vedic sages 
have praised various aspects of nature by imagining them as deities. Although there are few descriptions of various animals in this 
literature, we find detailed descriptions of them in classical Sanskrit literature. In classical literature, the poet places all these characters 
along with the protagonists and the surrounding characters in order to make his poetry beautiful and heart-warming. Due to this the 
composition of the poet has become more brilliant. Even the poet has greatly enriched his own speech with these inhuman creatures. 
Just as man is dependent on society and environment for the flow of his daily life, so too the poet is dependent on them, not directly but 
indirectly, to express his feelings and to express his feelings in poetry to maintain the momentum of his poetry and move towards the 
final outcome.  

 
Through this, just as the poet has expressed his intellect, the love of nature of the poet has also been revealed. Such literatures 

are very common in Sanskrit literature. 
 
The great poet Kalidasa's "Abhijnan Shakuntalam", Pandit Vishnu Sharma's "Panchatantram", Banabhatta's "Kadambari", 

Pandit Narayansharma's "Hitopodeshah" – the animal characters described in all these texts have helped to lead the scriptures towards 
the end. Not only this, with the help of these books we can learn moral lessons that can guide us on our journey. In this article, I have 
reviewed how successful and logical the characters in the books in question are, how lively and worthy of praise. I will discuss some of 
these books here. 
 

In Sanskrit literature, it is as if the author has arranged nature in his Kavya for the need of drama or for the need of Kavya. The 
description of animals and birds is also a part of nature. It is truly astonishing that the poets have drawn the key to their poetry with the 
brush of their own thoughts by bringing up nature in order to make their poetry meaningful and to make the poetry more appealing to 
the friendly ones. In all those poems, it is as if the poet's thoughts and the sweetness of the mind have merged to create a unique poetic 
beauty, the direction of which I am discussing below. 

 
Book Review  

First of all, in the world-famous play Abhijnanashakuntalam written by Kalidasa where poet raises the issue of various animals 
and birds in the need of drama, one of which is - 

1) Deer - This animal is described in the preface of the play. There, the playwright shows that the protagonist Dushyanta is attracted 
to a fast deer and appears near hermitage. There the playwright says- 

 
Tavāsmi gītarāgena hāriṇā prasabhaṃ hṛtaḥ | 
Eṣa rājeva duṣyanta sāraṅeganātiraṃhasā || 

(abhijñānaśakuntalam -Prastavana-5) 
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The question here is - why did the playwright drag the protagonist to the hermitage by the deer at the beginning of the play? 
The answer is that – 

I) The deer-like Shakuntala is described in the play and it is an indication that the king will be attracted by that Shakuntala. The 
kings naturally became obsessed with deer hunting. If there was an animal other than a deer, just as the king would not be attracted 
to that animal, it would not be possible to present the internal affairs of the play to the audience properly. 

II) The atmosphere of the hermitage is calm, amused by the sweet smell of the fire of sacrifice and smoke from clarified butter. 
Where there is a description of such a smooth hermitage, the addition of a ferocious animal is utterly illogical. 

 
Attracted by the deer, the king was about to shoot an arrow to kill him when the sage Baikhanasa of the ashram stopped him and 

said that the king should restrain his arrow because the deer's body is soft like cotton and the king's arrow is very sharp. So, this arrow 
in the body of a deer is like setting fire to the scales which the poet has described in this way – 

 
Na khalu na khalu bāṇaḥ sannipātyo’yamasmin | 

mṛduni mṛgaśarīre tularāśāvivāgniḥ || 
kva vata hariṇakāṇāṃ jīvitaṃ cātilolaṃ | 

kva ca niśitanipātā vajrasārāḥ śarāste || (1/10) 
 

Here, the importance of play about the prohibition of the king to shoot arrows at the body of a deer is – 
The poet wants to inform the reader through this that there is a character in the play with a soft body like a deer who is as submissive as 
a deer and cannot defend herself if she wants to. So, the king should not do anything with her that would ruin her life. The play also 
shows that when the king wanted to burn Shakuntala, who had a soft body like a deer, in the fire of his love, her two friends repeatedly 
requested the king not to do the same with the subjugated Shakuntala as the sages had forbidden the king not to kill the deer. In the end, 
however, they helped to reconcile only by fulfilling all the promises from the king. 
 

In the fourth act, when Shakuntala was going to her husband's house, her baby deer was pulling her by the fist, by which the 
playwright wanted to imply that Shakuntala will be separated from her beloved deer in the near future just as her beloved deer is going 
to be separated from her beloved man today. 

 
In the fifth act, the incident of the deer named Dirghapanga explains the disbelief of non-human beings as well as the fact that 

even a small creature does not have the credibility of a great person like a king. 
2) Elephant: This animal has also been introduced by the playwright in the first act where it has been described that an elephant 

running after the king's chariot in fear is destroying many plants of the hermitage and hitting a tree hard and one of its teeth got 
stuck in the tree. The poet describes the scene as follows: 

3)  
Tīvrāghātapratihatataruḥ skandhalagnaikadantaḥ 

pādākṛṣṭavratativalayāsaṅgasañjātapāśaḥ | 
mūrto vighnastapasa iva no bhinnasāraṅgayutho 

dharmāraṇyaṃ praviśati gajaḥ syandanālokabhītaḥ || (1/30) 
 

With this incident of elephant, the playwright has made the audience understand that after this the monastery will not remain 
calm and will be disturbed by the arrival of evil like elephant. Dushyant's sexual fire has been compared to the pain of an elephant, and 
the bite of a ivory tree, the poet wants the viewer to realize that the evil sex of Dushyant will also burn an inhabitant of the ashram. If 
an animal other than an elephant had been mentioned here, it would not have been possible to give such an accurate indication of the 
future because the destruction of the ashram tree would have been possible with any other animal but not as much as the elephant. Other 
animals are not as crazy as elephants. Even if the teeth of another animal get stuck in a tree, it can come out easily because there is no 
animal with big teeth like elephant. Just as it is difficult to get the ivory out of the place where it is pierced, so it is impossible to get the 
person who is burned by the fire of King Dushyant to get out of that fire. 

 
4) The Lion: In the last act of this play, the playwright presents the story of a lion cub in the hermitage of Maricha while the king 

Dusyanta is returning from heaven where a boy is pulling the lion cub's hair while playing. The playwright described the scene as 
– 
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Ardha pītastanaṃ māturāmardakliṣṭakesaram | 
prakrīḍituṃ siṃhaśiśuṃ valātkāreṇa karṣati || (7/14) 

 
Here the playwright is trying to convey by the lion cub that this boy is not an ordinary boy, this boy has the power to control 

the lion. Just like a lion is the best animal, this boy is also the child of a great person. Here, as the playwright on the one hand aroused 
the curiosity of the audience as to who this child was, he also hinted through it that this boy was the son of a mighty king. 
 
5) Chakrabaka: In the third act of this play, the playwright has raised the issue of Chakrabaka. By this, the two friends of Shakuntala 

Ansuya and Priyambada have given the opportunity to Shakuntala of secret meeting. Not only this, they also kept a watchful eye 
so that Shakuntala would not fall into any unprepared condition. So, when Gautami, the mother of the hermitage came, they brought 
the context of Chakrabaka to warn Shakuntala and said, "Say goodbye to the beloved companion of the maid, it is night." This scene 
is described in the play as – “Cakravākavadhūḥ āmantrayasva sahacaram| upasthitā rajanī ``| 

 
Here the playwright wants to convey with the analogy of Chakrabaka that Shakuntala's separation is also very close. Just as the 

chakrabaka bride is saddened by the grief of the moment of separation, so Shakuntala will be saddened by the sadness of her separation 
and will be so saddened that even the external events that will happen in the future will remain unknown to her. Shakuntala will weep 
for her beloved just as she weeps for her beloved. 
 

The following are the importance of the description of the animal described in the Kadambari Kathakavya written by the great 
poet Banabhatta: 

1) Pheasant: The most widely discussed bird in the Kadambari text is the pheasant. The poet has presented the bird in such way 
that the story of the kavya has gradually progressed towards the main conclusion. At the beginning of the story, we see that, in 
the royal court of King Shudraka of Vidisha, a Chandal`s daughter appears with a caged pheasant so that the bird can talk as 
human. When the king was surprised by the bird's voice and asked a question, the bird called his name Vaishampayana. 
 
Naturally, the question arises in the heart of the reader that, who is this Vaisampayana and why he was brought to the royal court? 

Why is he saying all this to the king? The answer to this question is presented by the author through that pheasant. 
 
The main theme of the Kadambari text is the fascinating love story of the three births of Chandrapeera and Kadambari and the 

love story of Pundarika and Mahasweta. Pundarika, the son of Maharshi Shwetaketu, fell in love with Mahasveta, but before Mahasveta's 
arrival at night as convergant, Pundarika fell in love with her and died and cursed Chandra. Then Chandra also cursed Pundrika in return 
that Pundrika too would share his sorrow in this world. Then Pundarika was born as Vaishampayana. Vaishampayana was nationalism 
(Jatismara), so seeing Mahasweta, his previous love was awakened and he was born as a pheasant under the curse of Mahasweta while 
offering love. After hearing the news of Chandrapeer Vaishampayan's death, "Kadambari was never seen again saying this, he became 
unconscious while regretting.The pre-born Chandrapeera and Vaishampayana are born as King Shudraka and pheasant respectively. 
Then Pundarika is associated with Mahasveta and Chandrapeera with Kadambari. 

 
The poet introduces the pheasant at the beginning of the prose and explains that the one who is brought to the meeting of Shudraka 

is not an ordinary bird.It is only when the bird first mentions its name and tells the story of its pre-birth that it is understood that King 
Shudraka must have been close to it. Otherwise, it is not possible to tell the events of pre-birth so skilfully. Moreover, it is understood 
that the bird must have some connection with the awakening of the king's memory. If not, why would the bird be brought here and why 
would the previous events be narrated by him?Besides, if the memory of Shudraka is awakened, then that bird will also get some 
incomplete things - this is what the poet has explained. 
 

2) Horse: Of all the animals described in Kadambari prose, the role of the horse deserves unique praise. 
Chadrapira, the son of Tarapira, the great king of Ujjaini, when he was about to return home after completing his education, his 

father sent a horse named Indrayudha to fetch him. This horse is a priceless gem, very fast like the wind and the eagle (Garuda) and has 
risen from the current of the ocean. This horse was presented to the king of Persia. It is as good as Indra's horse. So, it is understood 
that, this is no ordinary horse. So, what is the identity of this horse and why did the author associate it with Chandrapira? 

 
This prose is the story of a wonderful reunion in rebirth but we see that the protagonists of the prose are dying and there is no 

rebirth of the protagonists. The author therefore skillfully presents some of the characters through which the heroine can recognize her 
ex-boyfriend and also builds credibility among the readers. In fact, this horse was Kapinjala, a friend of Pundarika who had become a 
horse under the curse of one of the sages. This horse will be released at the death of the Lord. Therefore, the author has cleverly presented 
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that horse as the vehicle of Chandrapira, because Pundarika, that is, Vaishampayana is the common heart friend of Chandrapira in this 
birth and surely, he will take precedence after the death of the horse and also arrange for heroine Mahasweta to recognize Pundrika. 
Earlier, Vaishampayana cursed Pundarika for not realizing it and this horse character has been incarnated so that this incident does not 
happen again. 

 
After the death of Chandrapira, mourning Patralekha jumped into the Achchodsarovar with a horse named Indrayudha and died. 

After a while, a braided monk floated out of the lake. Mahasweta recognized him as Pundarika. Kapinjala then said that Vaishampayana 
was his friend Pundarika. Vaishampayana again gives up agility like a pheasant and orders to wait and gives good news of his father 
Shwetaketu. He also said that they will be reunited once the life of Shwetaketu is over. So the way in which the author conveys the 
unknown with a little horse is really admirable and scholarly. 
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